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Abstract
Traditional ecological restoration often relies on ideals of reversibility
and balance of nature. I suggest that we should change these for
a path-dependent view of natural processes. This conceptual shift
also invites for philosophical and methodological revisions, such as
favouring “futuristic” dynamic goals and alternative state models.
1. Introduction
activities often cause the degradation of ecological systems and thus have repercussions for human health, economy
and social justice. This has lead to a growing interest in the conservation of biodiversity and in the restoration of ecosystems (protected
and exploited). Ecological restoration often rests on ideals of balance of nature and reversibility. These conflict with what ecologists
have been saying for many years, i.e.,“history matters.” This paper
presents a conceptual framework within which to interpret the latter
claim and understand why many restoration attempts fail. Recognizing the path-dependent nature of ecosystems can lead to important
ideological and methodological shifts in ecological restoration.
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4. Historical Turn in Ecology
the 1970s, biologists have increasingly recognized the relevance of “historical contingencies” in explaining the dynamics
and distribution of biota on earth. This “historical turn” has taken different meanings, many of which can be interpreted in terms of path
dependence and is opposed to the balance of nature ideal.
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4.1 Priority Effect
Studying the distribution of species for example, several biologists
came to realize that:
chance in the form of random historical events might play a
large role in building up nonidentical communities that represent alternative stable equilibria. [7, pp. 440-441]
This is also know as the priority effect. The first species to arrive in a habitat changes the resources available and make the
habitat more or less suitable to other species. This entails that
the order in which species enter a community can have an impact on the species composition on the long run (Figure 2).

So the same restoration actions will possibly yield different outcomes,
depending on the history of a particular site.

5.1 New Goals and Models
DOPTING

A changes.

a path-dependent model of nature invites for several

1- Taking the “priority effect” seriously, we should expect that community composition, structure and function may not return to some
historic “reference level.” Returning to historic conditions can be
very unlikely when the “initial” state is different. So perhaps the
goals of ecological restoration should not be “historic” but
“futuristic.” We should set dynamic goals (instead of seeking
seemingly static past environments and ecosystems) based on the
knowledge of multiple possible trajectories.
2- We should expect multiple possible outcomes from a given initial
state and recognize that the same action can have different impacts on the same ecosystem depending on its history and its degree of degradation.
3- A new methodology is needed if the successional-based model
cannot universally apply. The alternative equilibria model [10],
which gains in popularity in restoration ecology, naturally embraces “path dependence.” It assumes that the dynamics of degraded systems are different from pristine conditions and that trajectory to recovery will be different from that of degradation.

2. Ecological Restoration: Definitions and Goals

E

where p1 = [s0, s1] and p2 = [s0, s2].

is defined by the Society of Ecological
restoration International (SER I) as

COLOGICAL RESTORATION

the practice of initiating or accelerating the recovery of an
ecosystem with respect to its health . . . [it] attempts to return
an ecosystem to its historic trajectory. Historic conditions are
therefore the ideal starting point for restoration design.” [8]

6. Concluding Remarks
Figure 2: Priority effect in a three species community feeding on two
resources R1 and R2. Isoclines: red (dX1/dt = 0), blue (dX2/dt = 0)
and green (dX3/dt = 0). (a) [S1, S2], (b) [S2, S3], and (c) [S1, S3].

This rather ancient hypothesis was predominant in early scientific
ecology (i.e., from 1900-1960s; see especially Frederic Clements’
“climax” theory [4] and MacArthur’s and Wilson’s (1963) equilibrium
theory of island biogeography [11])
The legacy of the “balance of nature” in ecological restoration is especially evident in the common use of the successional-based model.

view of nature recognizes that chancy events,
management disturbances, resources exploitation can shape the
system structure and cause it to “flip” into new local equilibria. It also
invites for philosophical and methodological changes, such as favouring “futuristic” dynamic goals and alternative state models.
But the success of restoration actions depends on our capacity to
identify and act on feedback interactions leading to resilient degraded
states. Several constraints can shape these processes (physical,
biological and socio-economical). We thus have different levers to
manipulate, perhaps at different time. This expertise could develop
through “adaptive management” (which takes policies as hypotheses and management actions as test) and “scenario planning” (i.e.,
by a comparative analysis of possible scenarios guiding the choice of
policies).
Finally, adopting futuristic goals raise an important question about
the identity and value of ecological restoration. If we stop formulating
“historic” goals and ideals, then to what extent ecological restoration
differs from other forms of management?

Sucessional-based restoration : attempting to re-establish historical abiotic conditions (especially disturbance regime) to promote a
“natural return” of the non-degraded (pristine) ecosystem.
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recognize that this is an “ideal”, and as such difficult to accomplish,
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ecosystems to pristine conditions (see for e.g. [6] and [17]).
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ecological restoration assumes the existence of what
we may call a “balance of nature”
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If tree species (S1, S2 and S3) of abundance (X1, X2 and
X3) and feeding differently on resources R1 and R2 are introduced in a different order, then the the final composition of this simple community will change (Figure 3).

Balance of Nature: if left alone, a given ecosystem in a given physical environment will progress towards a unique (predictable) stable
equilibrium state.

This model has proven successful in some cases (e.g [14] [2, 5]), but
it has also failed many times (e.g. [1] [18]).
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Many
in the last 20 years have emphasized that nature is not “balanced” but in constant flux, chaotic and inherently unpredictable (see
especially [3]). My thesis enriches the latter position.I argue that
many restoration attempts fail because they do not recognize
the path-dependent nature of ecological systems.

This priority effect can be interpreted in terms of path dependence.
There are two possible outcomes, and the probability of reaching one
of the other changes as a function of the path taken.

3. Path Dependence

• P r(s1,3i3 | p1) < P r(s1,3i3 | p2), where p1 = [s0, s1, s1,2] and
p2 = [s0, s1, s1,3]
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OW do we explain the failure of successional-based model?

is a property of stochastic processes that meet
the following conditions:
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Figure 3: Assembly histories. State si,j represents a community
formed of species i and j.

• P r(s2,3i3 | p1) < P r(s2,3i3 | p3), where p3 = [s0, s2, s1,2].
Contrary to the balance of nature view, this phenomenon entails that
the same regional pool of species in the same physical conditions
can produce different local communities.

Definition 1 A process is path dependent iff it admits of:
1. Multiple possible branching paths from a given starting point.
2. Multiple possible outcomes at a given instant.
3. Causal dependence: the probability of a given outcome at a given
instant must change as a function of the path realized at a particular occasion.
Figure 1 presents fictive scenarios of path dependent and path independent processes. Each node represents a state si (e.g. species
composition, structure, level of resilience). The p and q are probabilities, where (p + q = 1). The time line indicates different instants ix.
Finally, we define a path as a complete, ordered series of states.
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5. Implications for Ecological Restoration
notion of path dependence can also explain why restoration efforts sometimes fail. The existence of positive feedback between
biotic and abiotic processes can increase the resistance of system in
degraded state (lock-in phenomena) [16]. Figure 4 represents a case
in Hawaii Volcano National Park, where the introduction of a new
grass species in woodland has promoted fire, leading to a “leaky”
nitrogen (N) cycling and further benefiting the introduced grass (at
expense of other species) [12, 13]. Passed a certain threshold, the
degraded site became resilient to restorative efforts.
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Figure 1: Top left: path dependence, Top right: path independence
(condition 2 fails), Bottom left: path dependent (partial convergence
but conditions 1-3 are met), Bottom right: path independent (condition 3 fails).

Figure 4: Path dependence of ecological restoration. s0: historic
woodland, s1: new grass species, s2: open woodland with shrubs, s3:
woodland/prairie, E0: pristine environment, Ed: altered fire regime,
Em: managed fire regime.
“Path dependence” applies in this case, too:
• P r(s0i3 | p1) < P r(s0i3 | p2),
• P r(s3i3 | p1) > P r(s3i3 | p2),
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